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I. INTRODUCTION

Automatic action recognition is a challenging problem
and highlighted in intelligent video surveillance [1-3].
Many methods are proposed on action description and
recognition [4], generally there are two types of action
description methods, which are low level feature based
method and high-leveled human body structure method;
while for action recognition there are mainly template
matching method and statistical model method. They are
summarized respectively as following.

A. Low-Leveled Feature Based Action Description
Low-leveled video feature extraction for action

description is somewhat simpler, but it can only represent
some limited and inerratic actions. Yilmaz et al. [5] put
forward spatial-temporal volume (STV), and analyzed
STV by using the differential geometric surface
properties to identify action descriptors. Wang et al. [6]
proposed silhouette-based Mean Moving Shape (MMS)
and moving foreground-based Average Motion Energy
(AME) templates for action description, which MMS
represents the whole variations of human silhouettes for
an action. Additionally, moving trajectory is also
extracted as a useful measurement for action modeling;
Grimson et al. [7] adopted human moving trajectory and
velocity to detect abnormal actions. Robertson et al. [8]
regarded that human behavior could be modeled as a
stochastic sequence of actions; actions are described by a
feature vector comprising both trajectory information (e.g.

position and velocity) and a set of local motion
descriptors.

B. High-Leveled Feature Based Action Description
The high-leveled human body structure model for

action description is mainly associated with human
postures in action, which are 2-D posture and 3-D posture.
Compared to low-leveled feature methods it is more
semantically meaningful and accurate. Ben-Arie et al. [9]
adopted 2-D ellipse human structure model, the basic idea
is that activities can be positively identified from a
sparsely sampled sequence of a few body poses acquired
from videos, and an activity was represented by a set of
pose and velocity vectors for the major body parts (hands,
legs, and torso) which are stored in a set of
multidimensional hash tables. 2-D posture is subject to
occlusion and view variation problems, so O’ Rourke et
al. [10] and Gavrila et al. [11] proposed 3-D posture
methods. O’ Rourke represented a system which was
structured as a feedback loop between high and low
levels. The domain of human motion lent itself to a
model-driven analysis, and the system included a detailed
model of the human body. All information extracted from
the image was interpreted through a constraint network
based on the structure of the human model. Gavrila
presented a vision system for the 3-D model based on
tracking of unconstrained human movement, using image
sequences acquired simultaneously from multiple views;
he recovered the 3-D body pose at each time instantly
without the use of markers. Roland Kehl et al. [12]
presented full body pose tracking using stochastic
sampling. A volumetric reconstruction of a person was
extracted from silhouettes in multiple video images, then,
an articulated body model was fitted to the data with
Stochastic Meta Descent (SMD) optimization. All these
3-D posture approaches are expensive in computation for
action representation.

C. Template Matching Methods For Action Recognition
The main idea of template matching methods is that

the test template is extracted and compared with the
reference template at all possible temporal translations.
Michael Oren et al. [13] used wavelet template that
defined the shape of a person in terms of a subset of the
wavelet coefficients of an image, which was invariant to
changes in color and texture. Olivier Chomat et al. [14]
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Figure 1. Silhouettes are deformed due to shadows
in human object segmentation

adopted joint statistics of space-time filters to define
histograms as templates, which were employed to
characterize the activities to be recognized, these
histograms provided the joint probability density
functions required for recognition using Bayes rule.
Shanon X. Ju et al. [15-16] defined a "cardboard person
model" in which a person's limbs were represented by a
set of connected planar patches. The parameterized image
motion of these patches was constrained to enforce
articulated motion and was solved for directly using a
robust estimation technique. The recovered motion
parameters provided a rich and concise description of the
activity that can be used for recognition. Bobick and
Davis [17] proposed to stack the silhouettes into a Motion
Energy Images (MEI) and Motion-History Images (MHI).
Seven Hu moments [18] were extracted from both MEI
and MHI to serve as action descriptors. Action
recognition was based on the Mahalanobis distance
between each moment descriptor of the known actions
and the input one. Meng [19] extended the MEI and MHI
into a hierarchical form and used a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) to recognize the actions.

D. Statistical Model Methods For Action Recognition
Statistical models for action recognition are usually

learned from some complex training samples, among
which Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is typical and well
discussed [20-22]. Neil Robertson et al. [1] described
actions by a feature vector comprising both trajectory
information (position and velocity), and a set of local
motion descriptors; action recognition was achieved via
probabilistic search of image feature databases
representing previously seen actions, and Hidden Markov
Models which encoded scene rules were used to smooth
sequences of actions. Venkatesh et al. [23] proposed three
techniques of feature extraction for person independent
action classification in compressed MPEG videos, the
feature vectors were fed to Hidden Markov Model for
classification of actions ， totally seven actions were
trained with distinct HMM for classification, and the
recognition results of more than 90% have been achieved.
Ahmad, M. et al. [2] proposed human action recognition
from image sequences in different viewing angles that
used the Cartesian component of optical flow velocity
and human body shape feature vector information, then
performed PCA to reduce the higher dimensional shape
feature space, and each action for any viewing direction
was modeled using a set of multidimensional discrete
hidden Markov model. Bregler et al. [3] proposed that
recognition was the succession of very general low level
grouping mechanisms to increased specific and learned
model based grouping techniques at higher levels. Low-
leveled primitives were areas of coherent motion found
by EM clustering, mid-leveled categories were simple
movements represented by dynamical systems, and high-
level complex gestures were represented by Hidden
Markov Models as successive phases of simple
movements.

E. Orgnizition of This Paper
Study of kinematics for human motion shows that an

action can be effectively described with 3 to 5 postures in
a proper temporal sequence [24-25]; therefore posture
modeling is critical for both action representation and
recognition. The above mentioned posture extraction
methods mainly rely on human body segmentation or
background removing, which are intractable for noise
perturbation caused by illumination variation and
occlusion and camouflage or shadow. Spatial temporal
interesting points (STIPs) [26-27] are regarded effective
methods to extract low level motion features without
background modeling in the recent years. We propose an
unsupervised algorithm to classify salient postures from
Weizmann database with STIPs, which is needless
segmentation of human silhouettes; further more, GMM
based on EM method is adopted to model the clustered
posture types.
The rests of the paper are organized as following.

Section II details how STIPs are extracted from training
action videos and the pose descriptor is put forward. In
section III we talk about posture clustering, four
unsupervised classification methods are compared, and
gives the salient posture clustering results. In section IV
we details how each salient posture is modeled with
GMM based on EM. Experiments are conducted in both
Weizmann and KTH action databases in section V, which
is to prove the effectiveness and robustness of our method.
Finally we give conclusions and future work in section VI.

II. LOW LEVEL FEATURE EXTRACTION FOR POSTURE

A. Shortcomings of Pose Silhouette Segmentaions
Traditionally segmentation methods are adopted to get
the low level features of postures. Generally they are
subject to noise interferences from background, such as
illuminant variation, dynamic background, camouflage
etc., which degrade the semantic meaning of the
segmented pose results. Fig.1 shows segmented human
object images, which indicate serious interruption from
shadows. These pose silhouettes are deformed and lost
their geometric meanings; therefore they was degraded as
low SNR inputs for next step of posture recognition.

B. Extraction of STIPs
Human action features are located at the spatial temporal
neighborhood, where the image values have large
variations in both the spatial and the temporal dimensions
[26]. We can use fewer feature points to identify human’s
movement behavior, without the need of segmenting and
tracking the whole human body any more. Points with
such properties will be spatial-temporal points with a
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Figure.2 STIP extraction based on Ivan Laptev

Figure.3 STIPs extraction based on Dollár’s method

distinct location in time corresponding to the moments
with non-constant motion of the image in a local spatial-
temporal neighborhood. For example, during the walking
process, these interesting neighborhoods locate at feet
lifting and landing, knees bending and so on.
There are two methods to extract these spatial-temporal
interesting points, which are proposed by Ivan Laptev and
Dollár. The method of Ivan Laptev is to detect 3-D Harris
corners as STIPs. The extracted STIPs based on Ivan
Laptev [26] are shown in Fig.2. They are sparse and
sensitive to scales, and not adaptive to posture modeling.
So we choose the STIPs extraction method based on
Dollár in this paper.
Compared to Ivan Laptev, Dollár’s [27] method
considered that any region with spatially distinguishing
characteristics undergoing a complex motion can induce a

strong response. The response function can be calculated
as:

2 2( ) ( )ev odR I g h I g h= ∗ ∗ + ∗ ∗ (1)

Where I is input gray video, and ( ), ;g x y σ is the 2D

Gaussian smoothing kernel, applied only along the spatial
dimensions, evh and odh are a quadrature pair of 1D
Gabor filters applied temporally. Fig.3 shows STIPs
extraction method based on Dollár. We can see that
STIPs are located at the region of body’s intense
movement, so human behavior characteristics can be
described by STIPs.

C. Descriptor of STIPs
In order to describe the distributions of STIPs for a

posture, we need to design the descriptor of each STIP.
Every STIP stands for a small area that is undergoing
non-constant movement, so we choose an
5 5 5× × adjacent neighborhood which is called cuboid
to model a STIP, where we calculate the 3D
gradients ( ), ,x y tL L L for each pixel, so each STIP can

form a 375-dimensioned vector as its descriptor. Here, it
is emphasized that 3D gradients ( ), ,x y tL L L should be

flattened as ( ), ,x y tL Norm L Norm L Norm , where

Norm is calculated as:
2 2 2
x y tNorm L L L= + + (2)

D. descriptor for a posture
Because a posture is corresponding to a set of STIPs,
then we can describe this pose by its statistic distribution
of STIPs, and also we can classify these postures via
clustering their distributions of STIPs. In this paper, we
model a single posture by calculating the histogram of all
its STIPs in a pose. That is, a STIP descriptor is 375-
dimension, which is composed 3 gradient sub-vectors,
they are 2 spatial gradients on x and y directions and 1
temporal gradient on t direction respectively, each of
them is 125-dimension. Suppose there are N STIPs in a
posture frame, we calculate a histogram of 16 bins
respectively for 3 types of gradient sub-vectors, and then
we combine these 3 histograms as a 48-bined histogram
as the descriptor of a single pose in a frame.

III. UNSUPERVISED POSTURE CLUSTERING

A. Unsupervised Fuzzy Clustering Algorithms
Clustering is a mathematical tool that attempts to
discover structures or certain patterns in a data set, where
the objects inside each cluster show a certain degree of
similarity. Posture similarities is fuzzy, in the framework
of fuzzy clustering, it allows each feature vector to
belong to more than one cluster with different
membership degrees (between 0 and 1) and vague or
fuzzy boundaries between clusters [28]. In fuzzy
relational clustering, the problem of classifying data is
solved by expressing a relation that quantifies the
similarity, or dissimilarity degree between pairs of
objects. Based on such relation, objects very similar to
each other, i.e., objects of the same type will belong with
high membership values to the same cluster [29].
Typically there are fuzzy C-mean methods and some of
its modified versions, which can serve as unsupervised
posture classification tools to our problems. Before
posture clustering experiments it is necessary to compare
these related versions of fuzzy C-mean algorithms and
evaluate their efficiency, so that we can make an optimal
choice for our problems.

B. Pros and Cons of Fuzzy C-means
The popularity and usefulness of fuzzy C-means result
from three facts. The algorithms are simple; they are very
effective at efficiently finding minimums of objective

function mmmmJJJJ : give data set
{{{{ }}}}nnnnxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXX ⋯,,,,,,,, 21==== (3)

Where n is the number of data points in XXXX ，
pppp

kkkk RRRRxxxx ∈∈∈∈ ;

pppp is the number of features in each vector kkkkxxxx ; in order

to cluster XXXX into C prototypes, mmmmJJJJ is sought as
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Figure.4 FCM clustering test.
From up to bottom they are input data, clustering result
and membership of functions U, Where n=188, p=2, C=4.
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the membership functions, those minimizers usually
represent the structure of X very well; test result is shown
in Fig.4. Various theoretical properties of the algorithms
are well understood, and are described in Refs [30].
Additionally, this method is unsupervised and always
convergent.

Also this method does have some disadvantages,
such as, long computational time, sensitive to the initial
guess (speed, local minima), unable to handle noisy data
and outliers, very large or very small values could skew
the mean, not suitable to discover clusters with non-
convex shapes.

C. Relational Fuzzy C-means
The relational fuzzy C-means (RFCM) classifier is
useful when a feature space has an extremely high
dimensionality that exceeds the number of objects and
many of the feature values are missing, or when only
relational data are available instead of the object data.
The relational data is represented by a matrix in terms of

distances (dissimilarity) between object data, and is not
concerned with the relational database. Of course the pair
wise relational matrix can be easily figured out while the
data are given as data vector sets. So RFCM can deal
with more than the problems that FCM can do.
Whenever relational data are available that corresponds

to measures of pair wise distances (actually, squared
distances) between objects, RFCM can be used instead
which rely on its computation efficiency. One of the
advantages is that their driving criterion is "global", i.e. it
assesses a property implicitly shared by all the objects
even though the object data is not directly used. Another
advantage is that these relational algorithms
automatically inherit excellent numerical convergence
properties of FCM, because they have a close relationship
with the quickly convergent and reliable object-oriented
algorithms.

Give matrix ]]]][[[[ ijijijijrrrrRRRR ==== for relational data, which is
corresponding to pair wise distance between objects,
different to FCM, its object function is defined as

))))((((UUUUKKKKmmmm ,

∑∑∑∑ ∑∑∑∑∑∑∑∑∑∑∑∑
==== ======== ====

====
CCCC

iiii

nnnn

tttt

mmmm
itititit

nnnn

jjjj

nnnn

kkkk
jkjkjkjk

mmmm
ikikikik

mmmm
ijijijijmmmm uuuuuuuuuuuuUUUUKKKK

1 11 1

2 2 ))))))))/(/(/(/())))(((((((())))(((( δ
(5)

where 1≥≥≥≥mmmm and for jkjkjkjkjkjkjkjk rrrrnnnnkkkkjjjj ====≤≤≤≤≤≤≤≤ 21 δ,,,,,,,, . Useful
partitioning U of the data are sought as minimizers of

))))((((UUUUKKKKmmmm . The optimal partitioning
****UUUU gives

),(min))(,()( *** vUJUFUJUK mvmmm == (6)
from which it follows that U* is a minimizer of

))))((((UUUUKKKKmmmm , if and only if
****UUUU is a minimizer of

）vUJmv ,(min , which is easily shown to be true if and

only if )))),,,,(((( ******** vvvvUUUU is a minimizer of )))),,,,(((( vvvvUUUUJJJJmmmm . The
above explanation proves that FRCM has preserved the
simplicity and convergence of FCM. Additionally,
numerical experiments show the actual work done per
iteration could be smaller for the RFCM algorithms than
for the object data versions FCM, when the dimension pppp
of the feature data is large.
RFCM has a strong restriction which restrains its

applications. The relation matrix R must be Euclidean,
i.e., there exists a set of N object data points in some p-
space whose squared Euclidean distances match values in
R. To ease the restrictions that RFCM imposes on the
dissimilarity matrix, there are two improved versions of
RFCM which are introduced in the following.

D. None Euclidean Relational Fuzzy C-means
None Euclidean Relational Fuzzy (NERF) C-means

can transform a non-Euclidean relational matrix into
Euclidean ones by using the β -spread transformation
introduced in [31]. This transformation consists of adding
a positive number β to all off-diagonal elements of R.
As proved in [31], there exists a positive number 0β such
that the β -spread transformed matrix

βR is Euclidean
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for all 0ββ ≥ , and is not Euclidean for all 0ββ ≤ . The
parameter β , which determines the amount of spreading,
should be chosen as small as possible to avoid
unnecessary spreads of data with consequent loss of
cluster information.

On the other hand, the exact computation of 0β
involves an expensive eigen value computation [31]. To
reduce loss of information without decreasing
performance dramatically, Hathaway and Bezdek [31]
proposed an extension of RFCM, denoted non-Euclidean
RFCM (NERFCM), in which the β -spread
transformation is computed dynamically during the
iteration process of RFCM. The Nβ computed by
NERFCM is the minimum value which guarantees the
convergence of RFCM. As RFCM can converge even if a
relation is not Euclidean, it may happen that 0ββ <N .
NERFCM has proved to be one of the most reliable fuzzy
relational clustering algorithms; the performance of
NERFCM depends, however, on the value of Nβ which
could be so large that the structure inherent in R might

not be mirrored by that in NNNN
RRRRβ [31].

E. Any Relational Fuzzy C-means
Any Relational Fuzzy C-means (ARCM) represents a

cluster in terms of a representative of the mutual
relationships of the objects which belong to the cluster
with a high membership value. Each object is represented
by the vector of its relation strengths with the other
objects in the data set, and a prototype is an object whose
relationship with all the objects in the data set is
representative of the mutual relationships of a group of
similar objects. Like FCM, ARCM partitions the data set
by minimizing the Euclidean distance between each
object (strongly) belonging to a cluster and the prototype
of the cluster. ARCM determines the optimal partition by
minimizing the following objective function:

∑∑∑∑∑∑∑∑
==== ====

====
CCCC

iiii

nnnn

kkkk
iiiikkkk

mmmm
ikikikikmmmm vvvvxxxxuuuuvvvvUUUUJJJJ

1 1

2 )))),,,,(((()))),,,,(((( δ (7)

where )))),,,,(((( iiiikkkk vvvvxxxxδ is the deviation between, respectively,
the relation between kx and all the other objects, and
between iv and all the other objects.
Defining

(((( ))))∑∑∑∑
====

−−−−====
nnnn

ssss
isisisisksksksksiiiikkkk vvvvrrrrvvvvxxxx

1

2)))),,,,((((δ (8)

Where ksksksksrrrr is the relation between the pair of objects kx
and sx , and isisisisvvvv is the relation between the prototype

iv and object sx , and applying the standard Lagrange
multipliers minimization method, ARFCM algorithm can
get the final convergence and give the clustering
membership matrix U.

F. Implimentation of Posture Clustering With NERFCM
It is found that NERFCM is of good property for posture
similarity propagation in clustering compared to other 3

methods. Then we carry out posture classification based
on this algorithm. We define the pair-wised similarity of
two postures with histogram intersection method, which
is:

( ) ( )

1
( , ) min{ , }

B
u u

u
S p q p q

=

=∑ (9)

Where p and q are histogram descriptors of 2 postures,
and each histogram is of B bins. If they are the same, the
similarity s is 1, so the dissimilarity can be defined
as 1d s= − . Consequently, the posture dissimilarity of
the total N poses in a database can be calculated, and
they can form a dissimilarity matrix:

1 1 1 2 1

2 1 2 2 2

1 2

[ ]

N

N
i j N

N N N N

d d d
d d d

D d

d d d

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥= =
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

⋯
⋯

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
⋯

(10)

Where the value of diagonal elements iid is 0, the other

elements value ijd is the dissimilarity between posture i
and j .
The N frames are then clustered into M clusters by
employing unsupervised Non-Euclidean Relational Fuzzy
(NERF) C-Means. Its classification results are the
probabilities of each sample belonging to the M clusters,
and by the maximum probability of membership of each
for a posture, we can decide their belongings. In this
paper we use Weizmann database for learning, there are
4126 poses are used and cluster number M is 37. Some
clustering results are show in Fig.5 and Fig.6.

It intuitively satisfies human senses that pose frames in
Fig.5 are classified into the same cluster, because they are
indeed of similar postures. But it is puzzled that sample
frames in Fig.6 belong to a same cluster, for they are not
visually similar. The reason can be explained as
following, though bending up and handing up are not

Figure.5 example poses of cluster 8, which are from action
Skip and Run, representing for their visual similarities.

(a) Example frames of bending up

(b) Example frames of waving up
Figure.6 example poses from cluster 13, shared by action

Wave and Bend consisting of similar movement courses
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spatially similar, but they are of similar moving up course,
that is, these two actions are temporally similar, just
because that the STIPs are of temporal property.

IV. POSTUREMODELING BASED ON GMM AND EM

A. Gaussian Mixture Model
In this paper, Gaussian Mixture Models are regarded as
using several distributions to describe each type of
clustered postures. In other words, we use K weighted
sum of Gaussian distribution functions to close in the
distribution function of each posture’s observed values.
For a single sample ix in each type of clustered posture

data set 1 2{ , , }NX x x x= … , the Gaussian mixture
distribution density function is:

1
( ) ( )

K

i k k i k
i

P x p xω θ
=

Θ =∑ (11)

Where K is the number of Gaussian distributions, kω is

the weight estimation of thk Gaussian in the mixture,
and it satisfied with:

1
1

K

k
k
ω

=

=∑ . kp is the Gaussian

probability density function, and 1 2( , , , )Kθ θ θΘ = … is
the parameter vector of mixture composition.

( , )k k kθ µ σ= is the Gaussian distribution parameter,
that is, the mean value and covariance matrix respectively.
There are two main methods to estimate the parameters
of GMM, which are based on the online updating and EM
algorithm. The principle of the online updating method
can be described as follows. Every new observation ix is

checked with each of K current Gaussian distributions,
if it is matched with thj Gaussian model, the parameter

,j tµ and 2
,j tσ for the matched distribution is updated

respectively as:
1 1

2 2 21 1

μ ( α) μ α Ij,t j,t - t

σ ( α) σ α (μ I )j,t j,t - j,t t

= − ⋅ + ⋅⎧
⎪
⎨

= − ⋅ + ⋅ −⎪
⎩ (11)

11j,t j,t- j,tω ( α) ω α M= − ⋅ + ⋅ (12)
Where α is the Gaussian adaptation learning constant,

,n tM is 1 for the thj model which matches new

observation ix , and 0 for the rest none matched models.
The other method of GMM parameter estimation is
based on EM. Our sample data is incomplete, and EM
algorithm is capable of parameter estimation with MLE
(Maximum likelihood Estimation) under insufficient
samples. So we choose EM to estimate the parameters of
GMM.

D. EM Algorithm
It is an iterative algorithm to get the maximum

likelihood estimation of distribution density function,
when the observation data is incomplete. It can

significantly reduce computational complexity, but the
performance is similar with the maximum likelihood
estimation, so it has a good practical application value. In
this paper, the observation data X of each posture cluster
is incomplete, so the missing data Y is introduced, and
the complete data is formed as { , }Z X Y= , where iy is

the class that ix belongs to. If ix comes from the thk
Gaussian component, we can obtain iy k= . So the
likelihood function of complete data is:

( ) ( , ) ( , )L Z L X Y P X YΘ = Θ = Θ .
There are two steps in EM algorithm: Expectation step

and Maximization step. When the observation data and
the current parameter are known, we can get the
Expectation Maximization of complete likelihood
function ( )L ZΘ according to the missing data Y . So
the E-step and M-step are:
E-step: ( , ) log ( , ) ,t tQ E P X Y X⎡ ⎤Θ Θ = Θ Θ⎣ ⎦ (13)

M-step: 1 argmax ( , )t tQ+Θ = ΘΘ (14)
Formulas (13) and (14) can ensure to get the maximum

after the iterative computation E-step and M-step.

C. EM Estimation on GMM
To complete the algorithm mentioned above, the key

step is to get the probability density of the missing dataY .
We can get the probability density of Y according to
Bayes

1

( , ) ( , )
N

t t
i i

i
p Y X p y x

=

Θ = Θ∏ . So the

iterative functions based on EM estimation are:
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1 1 1
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⎫
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∑

∑

∑ ∑

(15)

In this paper we model each clustered salient posture
type with GMM whose parameters e.g. mean kµ and

covariance kσ , also the weights kω , are estimated by EM.
The following data is the GMM information for cluster 5,
where there are 95 frames in cluster 5, and it is modeled
with 3 components of Gaussians, which are:
Nin: 48
Ncentres: 3
Cover_type:”spherical”
Priors: [0.3765 0.2616 0.3618]
Centres: [3x48 double]
Covars: [3.9156e-004 7.2282e-004 5.0298e-004]
The first item “Nin: 48” stands for its dimension is 48;

the second item”ncentres: 3” stands for there are 3
components of Gaussians; the third stands for its
covariance shape is ‘spherical’; the fourth one is its
weights, and so on.
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TABLE I.
SALIENT POSTURE MODEL TEST

Salient Posture
Types ( GMMs)

Test Pose
Frames

Correct
Recognition
Frames

Correct
Percentage

1 127 110 0.86614
2 107 100 0.93458
3 60 56 0.93333
4 63 59 0.93651
5 95 89 0.93684
6 46 42 0.91304
7 60 55 0.91667
8 221 190 0.85973
9 85 81 0.95294
10 90 81 0.90000
11 93 88 0.94624
12 33 30 0.90909
13 99 93 0.93939
14 92 85 0.92391
15 147 134 0.91156
16 171 155 0.90643
17 60 54 0.90000
18 37 33 0.89189
19 30 29 0.96667
20 39 39 1.00000
21 43 42 0.97674
22 161 139 0.86335
23 76 72 0.94737
24 35 34 0.97143
25 59 54 0.91525
26 67 58 0.86567
27 145 127 0.87586
28 114 97 0.85088
29 169 164 0.97041
30 54 45 0.83333
31 30 27 0.90000
32 55 52 0.94545
33 41 39 0.95122
34 82 76 0.92683
35 82 79 0.96341
36 233 213 0.91416
37 47 44 0.93617

V. POSTURE RECOGNITION AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A. Posture Recognition Algorithm
In order to test the efficiency of GMMs on a salient
posture type, we design the posture recognition
experiments base on Weizmann and KTH Action data
base. The key question is how to measure the similarity
between the GMMS and the test pose sequence. Give a
pose frame, its STIPs can be extracted, then we calculate
its gradient histogram descriptor f based on the cuboids
of each STIP. Posture recognition is to find the best

matching for f among all the cluster GMM models.
That is to calculate the probability:

,,
1

( ) arg max ( )
i

K

i i i
i

p f f
ϕϕϕ ψ

ω η µ σ
∈ =

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅∑
(16)

Where ψ is the collection of all cluster models, ϕ is
one ofψ , and ϕ has K sub-Gaussian models of GMM,

,i ϕ
η

is the thi Gaussian probability density function,
,i iµ σ are its mean and variance respectively, ,i ϕω

is the
weight of thi Gaussian model in cluster ϕ .
If maximum probability ( )p f is larger than a
threshold, then the input pose frame can be judged
belonging to one specific cluster.

B. Experiment Results
We take Weizmann database as training samples, there
are 10 types of action and each action has 9 action videos
conducted by 9 different persons, in all there are 4126
poses with detected STIPs in our training experiments.
After clustering, 4126 frames are clustered into 37 salient
posture types.
In order to verify the overall performance of the
proposed GMM models, we take Leave One Sample Out
Test (LOSO), that is, taking out one action video as test
samples from these 10 actions, and the rests are training
samples. We tested all these 37 GMMs. In Tab.I we list
the test results.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Human behavior recognition has been a hot and
important topic recently. In this paper, we have proposed
an effective algorithm on posture modeling base on
GMMs and EM, and it can obtain a high recognition rate.
The experiments prove that our method is accurate and
effective, which is robust to the interferences caused by
video segmentation, such as, illumination variation and
camouflage, and so on.
However, there are still some disadvantages. For

example, it is only effective for stable camera
environment and simple background. Our next step work
is to improve our algorithm to adapt to the dynamic
camera environment and complex background. In
addition, we will make action recognition with Markov
models.
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